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@ FLAMINGO

FLAMINGO

** COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON TO ALL **
The aim of our newsletter is to keep you all informed of the events
over the past fishing season, as well as to let you know of any exciting
up-and-comings. Feedback is always welcome and we would
appreciate any suggestions on how we can improve our newsletter.

“Very close-by
there are two
canyons that at
dawn and
especially dusk
become magical”
- Fernando & Luena
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Fishing at Flamingo …
SEPTEMBER We had the “Hoender” team from Cape
Town join us. Sea was still a bit up, however they
managed a few leeries and kob at Flamingo as well as a
fair number of shad. An epic session at the Cunene river
mouth with light tackle and fly rods made up for the low
number of kob, due to strong seas. We will not mention
anyone attempting to cross the salt pans in 2WD or who
left as “hoenders”. A total of 181 fish caught at Flamingo,
and another name on the SLAM BOARD.
The latter half of September brought in a flatter sea, an
abundance of shad, a few leeries and some good kob, as
well as an amazing gulley shark session at Cunene - every
bait picked up within a minute of casting!

OCTOBER Flat seas and good visibility welcomed the
spear fishermen, on their second trip of the year. The
more favourable conditions allowed everyone on the trip
a shot at a PB leerie… task achieved - Well done guys!
For those of you wishing to join us in the 2016
Flamingo fishing season be sure to book as soon
as possible as the season is filling up!
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Summer
2015/2016
So far summer has
been made up of
dolphins, whales
and rain.
The dolphins have
been extremely
active, passing the
lodge at least twice a
day. The odd bryde
and humpback
whales have also
made sure they are
noticed and often
put up a show for
those enjoying
something
refreshing in the
Jango.
The start of the New
Year saw the arrival
of the first rains of
the year (something
which is very rare in
this part of the
world, making us
appreciate every last
drop!).
Thank you to
everyone who joined
us for our beach
braai and bonfire on
New Years Eve! We
hope to see you back
in 2016!!
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A picture is worth a thousand words …

“The first time we went to Flamingo we just
wanted to have a relaxing time away from
civilization, only took the cameras because we
always do but had no big plans for photography at
all.
It was a small long-weekend escape, taking
advantage of the return flight back to Luanda being
conveniently on Sunday evening.

That night we had dinner and sat near a bonfire on
the beach and when we went to bed we fell asleep
with the soothing sound of the ocean waves.

We arrived at Flamingo at night after being picked
up at the Namibe Airport. During the transfer, we
could smell the desert and the sea but we could
only visualize what the car headlights were able to
show us.

It was only in the next morning when we woke
up and looked through our bedroom window and
saw the tonalities of the sunrise, the typical
coloring of the Namib Desert and the contrast
with the sea, that we began to realize the
photographic potential of the place and that there
would not be enough time to shoot all the ideas
that were coming to our minds.
So we had to return. This last one was our third
trip.
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The magnificent sunsets, with the most amazing
and different colors every day, the sky, whether full
of structured clouds receiving multicolored lights
as the sun sets or rises, whether clean for starry
nights; the silhouettes of rocks and the
establishment itself, the tone of desert sand that
contrasts with the blue sea makes this spot a mustgo for any photography lover.

The 24 km distance from the main road to the
lodge can be made through the scenic drive by sea
as well as by the dry river bed where, apart from
formations made from a mixture of sand and rocks
some of them with peculiar shapes, we can also
find the famous and rare Welwitschia mirabilis
along the way.

The Namib desert is believed to be the world’s
oldest desert and it has been arid for at least 55
million years, millions of years right there, marked
on the erosion of those canyon walls.
For night photography lovers there is no light
pollution, actually there is no pollution of any kind,
before moon rises or in new moon nights and
without clouds one can easily observe the core of
the Milky Way with the naked eye, which with
time and patience, may be recorded in a
photograph forever.

Very close-by there are two canyons that at dawn
and especially dusk become magical when its walls
come to a golden hue that makes you think of the
Gold Hidden Cities, and depending on the time of
the year, sometimes well-defined dry tracks of
water passage can be found on the ground, creating
a stunning parched ground.
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Sometimes the magnificence of sunset is such that just makes us sit there in the Jango, with a Gin &
Tonic, photographing it with the mind and thinking about the next photo we would like to take.

Apart from the enormous photographic potential, Flamingo offers the priceless and permanent attention
of the hosts, gives you the privilege of falling asleep to the sound of waves and under a sky with
millions of stars…all in a unpretentious and extraordinary atmosphere where everything seems to be in
perfect harmony bringing us back to the simplicity and beauty that only nature itself can provide us.”
Fernando and Luena

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FISHING, TOURS, ACCOMMODATION
or NEWSLETTER comments please contact us on:

flamingo@aasafaris.com

Flamingo9Lodge

FLAMINGO_LODGE

@LodgeFlamingo
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